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1998: Harry Potter and the 

Sorceror’s Stone hits U.S. 

bookstores. Saving Private 

Ryan wows audiences at 

the movies. Larry Page and 

Sergey Brin found Google, 

Inc. And no one has ever 

heard the word “blog.”  
 

How things have changed! As of February 1 in this year of 2014, the number of blogs worldwide on just the 

popular hosting site Tumblr.com was 169.8 million. WordPress.com accounted for another 75.2 million. It’s 

impossible to figure out how many more blogs there are. Another leading site, Google’s Blogger.com, 

doesn’t provide public statistics, and these three are far from the only blogging platforms. But we knew for 

sure that with blogs dedicated to everything from the American Red Cross to photos of cats with their faces 

framed by pieces of bread, among those bazillions there had to be blogs by Missourians about the arts.  
 

When we set out to find such blogs, we got a close look at not only how the sheer number has zoomed but 

also how the style and function of blogs have evolved since sometime in spring 1999, when web designer 

Peter Merholz playfully broke Jorn Barger’s 1997 coinage of “WebBlog” into “we blog.” 
 

“In the beginning a blog was a collection of informal articles where you wrote your 

thoughts on things that interested you,” recalled Mark Gordon, chief executive officer 

of the St. Louis web development firm eComand Solutions. These first online personal 

journals established a basic structure of separate entries in reverse chronological 

order. That hasn’t changed, Mark said, and “there are still plenty of amateur bloggers 

who use blogs to give their opinion on specific topics. But blogs have also become a 

very strong form of marketing. Companies use blogs to give people a more personal  

view of their  business and to keep their websites updated and fresh. People now add 

images and videos. Each blog has a different take on what a blog will look like. That’s 

the neat thing about it—you can be pretty creative.” 
   

Here is a sampling of the Missouri arts blogs we found by using specialized search 

engines like Technorati, IceRocket, and Google Blog Search; by noodling around the 

internet with keywords; by checking out blogs recommended in the “blogrolls” of arts 

bloggers we found; and by asking for help from people who follow our Facebook Page 

or subscribe to our monthly enewsletter, Art Starts Here. We narrowed our selection to blogs that in 2013 

updated an average of at least once a month and whose most recent post wasn’t any older than December. 

We found blogs by artists, arts organizations, dedicated arts fans, travel experts, and news media.  
 

We make no claim to be exhaustive! This is rather a series of snapshots—the results of a few core samples 

drilled down into the ever-shifting biomass of the Missouri arts blogosphere.  

Ice on Barbed Wire, taken on sunset on Christmas Eve 2013, by Steve Snyder of Mount Vernon. 
                                                              Posted on his blog, Images of the Ozarks, on January 7, 2014. 

             There is as yet no 
    universally recognized, 
  non-brand-specific icon 
    for blogs. This one was  
  created in 2008 for free 
use by Brendan  Mitchell 
   and is downloadable at 
   theblogicon.com. It has 
       won some popularity.  

http://www.missouriartscouncil.org/
https://www.facebook.com/missouriartscouncil
http://custapp.marketvolt.com/Form/9dxsxu1Ke3/Signup/
http://imagesoftheozarks.wordpress.com/2014/01/07/looking-back/
http://theblogicon.com/


By Artists  
  

These artists go way beyond just putting up photos of their latest work. They write about the techniques, 

ideas, and emotions that bring their art about. 
 

▪ The Blue Bottle Tree, thebluebottletree.com – Springfield artist Ginger Davis Allman’s blog is as versatile as her 

beloved medium of polymer clay. She writes practical how-to’s such as product reviews and step-by-step tutorials on 

specific projects, and shares her own reflections and links to others on what creativity means in everyday life. 
 

▪ Bridget Stiverson…just works, bstiverson.wordpress.com – “Because sometimes a little BS Just Works!” How do 

you know if the mica particles you’ve incorporated into your latest kiln-formed fused glass will stay on or flake off? 

Carry your art around in your purse. Bridget Stiverson of Rolla pairs photos of her art with clear notes on technique.  
 

▪ Hours of Idleness, hoursofidleness.wordpress.com – St. Louis photographer and artist Jason Gray spotlights 

people, places, and musings on art and culture, with a sprinkling of interviews and technical photo advice. His blog 

was deemed 2013’s Best Arts Blog in the annual Web Awards by the Riverfront Times, St. Louis’ alternative weekly. 
 

▪ Images of the Ozarks, imagesoftheozarks.wordpress.com – “I consider myself fortunate to have lived my life in rural 

America,” writes Steve Snyder, a professional photographer, graphic designer, and founding board member of the 

Mount Vernon Regional Arts Council. Whether he’s photographing an old barn, a high school football game, or a local 

coffeehouse, he seeks “to showcase the beauty of the changing Ozarks of Missouri.”  

 

Images of the Ozarks, excerpt from November 4, 2013 
Old pianos are one of my favorite things to find and shoot. All of the pianos in today’s blog were shot in 

small rural country churches. Old pianos have character, they are beat up, scratched up, dirty, keys sticking 

down, and so on. This is what gives them character, you look at them and wonder what their story is, how 

many generations of piano players 

have they survived, where did they 

come from and where have they 

been? They sit in the silence of an 

isolated church waiting, through 

the hot summer days and cold 

winter nights, just waiting. 
 

The light streams in diffused 

through stained glass, frosted or 

sometimes just dirty windows set 

in place close to a hundred years 

ago, through faded threadbare 

curtains, filling the sanctuary with a 

soft glow. The soft angled light hits 

the decades old piano finish, now 

full of texture from years of neglect. 

The keys discolored from age beg 

for someone to touch them. Song books that match the age of the church still opened to the last hymn 

sung. Sometimes I just sit in the peaceful silence and let my mind wander about all these pianos have seen, 

the history they have lived through and the people who have played them. 

 
▪ Tammie Dickerson’s Artistic Journey, tammiedickerson.blogspot.com – Tammie Dickerson takes readers along 

with her for the creative ride as she explores the inspiration and processes for her works. A resident of Belton south 

of Kansas City, she creates portraits, interiors, wildlife studies, and landscapes in graphite, oil, and acrylic.  

 

Tammy Dickerson’s Artistic Journey, excerpt from January 15, 2014 
While out shopping with my oldest daughter, we drove by the old barn north of the Dean Farm - and the 

light was perfect! Golden light hit the old truck parked within - and had me turning on a dime to capture the 

moment with my camera! My kids are used to me seeing absolutely gorgeous shots - and having to stop 

http://thebluebottletree.com/
http://bstiverson.wordpress.com/
http://hoursofidleness.wordpress.com/
http://imagesoftheozarks.wordpress.com/
http://imagesoftheozarks.wordpress.com/2013/11/04/another-gloomy-fall-morning-what-to-do/
http://tammiedickerson.blogspot.com/
http://tammiedickerson.blogspot.com/2014/01/old-farm-truck.html


immediately. They may even think 

that every mom behaves in such a 

way! The bonus here is the calico 

cat parked on the tire. This painting 

was complicated as I tried to work 

all the reflective colors into the 

whole. I first started with the main 

block in, fighting against my normal 

inclination to keep every line sharp 

and straight. I wanted it to be more 

painterly than that. Softening 

edges, I worked in complimentary 

colors to give it life. After pushing 

and pulling the paints, I feel like 

this is a good representation of 

the place. I gave this a lot of time 

today, more than I really had - but 

it demanded my time. Sometimes 

I am at the mercy of the work, 

it simply will not let me go.  

 

By Arts Organizations 
 

The world owes the word “blogosphere” to an arts organization person, and he was a Missourian: the late 

Brad Graham, born in Hannibal, who when he coined the term in 1999 was marketing director at COCA 

(Center of Creative Arts) in University City. These Missouri arts organizations use blogs as far more than 

spots to stick news releases: they include “meet the artist” profiles, stories behind current performances 

and exhibits, and intriguing contemplations.  
 

▪ Art Feeds, artfeeds.org/blog – Healing art 

and glitter table runners: This blog by Director 

of Visual Content Brooke LeMasters covers the 

latest activities by the nonprofit that brings 

therapeutic art and creative education programs 

free of cost to schoolchildren in the Joplin area, 

with a few do-it-yourself projects tucked in. 
 

▪ Craft Alliance, A View From Inside Craft 

Alliance, craftalliance.tumblr.com – On this blog 

by a contemporary craft organization founded in 

1964 in St. Louis are news items, photos of the 

cutting-edge artworks in their exhibits, interviews 

with artists, and videos of artists at work. 
 

▪ Kansas City Ballet, kcballet.wordpress.com – 

Kansas City’s big-time professional ballet troupe, 

which every year mounts a full season of five 

productions, takes readers behind the scenes 

with interviews of dancers, “student spotlight”  

stories, backstage photos, videos and more.  
 

▪ Kansas City Starlight Theatre, 

kcstarlight.com/starlight_blog/default.aspx – The blog for this historic 8,000-seat outdoor theater neatly combines 

updates about their own original productions and the national touring artists they present with national news specifically 

about those shows. For instance, because Starlight is staging The Sound of Music July 25-31, posts in early December 

2013 had tidbits and links about NBC’s December 5 live broadcast of the show. 

A View From Inside Craft Alliance 
January 28, 2014 

Carved and dyed wood teapot by Cliff Lounsbury 

http://artfeeds.org/blog
http://craftalliance.tumblr.com/
http://kcballet.wordpress.com/
http://www.kcstarlight.com/starlight_blog/default.aspx
http://craftalliance.tumblr.com/post/74844464718/carved-and-dyed-wood-teapots-by-cliff-lounsbury


 

▪ The Missouri Review blog, missourireview.com/tmr-blog – Since 1978, the quarterly literary journal of the University 

of Missouri has discovered and published new writers. The staff maintains the blog, which reflects on topics such as 

“Literature on Lockdown” about those who teach in prison or write from prison, “Six Poems Every Woman Needs to 

Read…Let’s Get Real,” and ”“What Your Bathroom Reading Material Says About You.”  
 

▪ Missouri Writers Guild Conference, mwgconference.blogspot.com – What takes this blog about the annual 

conference produced by the Missouri Writers Guild, the statewide organization for professional writers in all genres, 

onto another level beyond the audience of potential conference attendees are the in-depth interviews of the authors, 

agents, editors, and publishers who present at the conference. The 2014 event takes place on April 11-13 in St. Louis. 

 

Missouri Writers Guild Conference, excerpt from December 9, 2013 
Interview with Chuck Sambuchino, editor for Writer’s Digest Books and creator of the Guild to Literary Agents Blog 

by Missouri Writers Guild board member and author Brian Katcher 

Brian:  Finding a literary agent can be a hit and miss proposition. Would you mind to offer a bit of 

advice on how to approach and select a literary agent?  

Chuck:  When you're first creating your list of possible agents, it's important to 

cast a wide net and create a large list for yourself. Once the list is created, you 

can start to create tiers, and learn more about each agent by researching them 

online. There will be "ideal" agents for your book judging on their background, 

their likes, and their past book sales….When querying agents, I would suggest 

starting with no more than 6-8 submissions. This is because you want to 

gauge how your work is doing. If you're only submitting to, say, 7 at a time, 

and you hit 15-20 total with no requests for more, then that's bad. You need 

to overhaul your query letter and first pages before moving on.  
 

Brian:  Every editor I’ve talked to has had a hilarious ‘For the love of God, 

don’t do this!’ story about someone who submitted a manuscript.  

Chuck:  One of the best stories I ever heard was about a fisherman up in 

Maine who wrote a young adult novel. He queried an agent via snail mail, 

and along with a hard copy of his manuscript, he sent an agent a full crate 

of lobsters from Maine. Well, once the lobsters arrived on the west coast, guess how they were looking? 

Quite dead. Regarding such stories: Because of so many resources and online blogs, and how-to posts 

everywhere on queries and etiquette, I believe these types of gimmicks are slowly going away. Slowly.  

 
▪ Mizzou New Music Initiative News, blog.coas.missouri.edu/blog_mnmsf – The Mizzou New Music Initiative is an 

array of programs by the School of Music of the University of Missouri–Columbia for “the music of tomorrow.” The blog 

consistently posts once or twice a month and then ramps up to once a day and even more during the annual summer 

International Composers Festival (the 2014 fest is set for July 21-26), with performance videos and interviews.  
 

▪ New Line Theatre, newlinetheatre.com/blogs – For every show that St. Louis’ “bad boy of musical theatre” produces 

there is a different set of blogs, as the actors, interns, designers, choreographer, stage manager, and artistic director 

write about the process of creating the show, from the first read-through to the last performance—giving readers “a 

rare glimpse inside the incredibly complex process of making musical theatre,” and “new insight into the art and craft.” 
 

▪ Springfield Art Museum, Off the Wall, samoffthewall.tumblr.com – The curatorial team presents “art, research, and 

behind-the-scenes perspectives that you won't necessarily find on our gallery walls.” A thousand-year-old terra cotta 

steed prances into the Chinese Year of the Horse, the staff gives tips on how to tell original paintings from commercial 

reproductions when wandering through antique shops, and mysterious objects are unearthed from the vault. 

 

Springfield Art Museum, Off the Wall, excerpt from January 22, 2014 
by Rachel Johnson, museum assistant 

As we are inventorying and moving items in the vaults, I came across a sealed glass bottle marked 

“Hayward’s Hand Fire Grenade.” My first thoughts after reading that included images of fire and anarchy, 

so, with my interest piqued, I started doing a little research. It turns out that fire grenades are actually quite 

the opposite. These “grenades” were filled with fire retardant liquids, some with salt water and some with 

more daunting chemicals such as carbon tetrachloride. They were often intended for use much like modern 

                        Chuck Sambuchino 

http://www.missourireview.com/tmr-blog/
http://mwgconference.blogspot.com/
http://mwgconference.blogspot.com/2013/12/writers-digest-editor-chuck-sambuchino-mowriters-guild-interview.html#more
http://blog.coas.missouri.edu/blog_mnmsf
http://www.newlinetheatre.com/blogs
http://samoffthewall.tumblr.com/
http://samoffthewall.tumblr.com/post/74212661380/ventures-in-the-vault-haywards-hand-fire-grenade


day fire extinguishers, to eliminate or keep at bay small fires, but not fires that had gotten out of control or 

were engulfing whole buildings. They would be kept in homes, businesses or places of work in order to be 

easily accessible. As you can see in this advertisement from the 1880s, house and home could be easily be 

saved by either breaking glass over the fire, or tossing them in “as if they were bottles of water.” 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Why would one drop it in if they could just break it? And what happened if it didn’t break? Well, the wire that 

can be seen around the neck of the glass was put there in order to expedite the heating of the glass (the 

metal of the wire was more conductive to heat than the glass alone) and in turn, make the glass expand 

and break on its own due to the heat and release its contents. 
 

Speaking of the grenades contents, this enters a tricky area when considering museum collection storage 

and management standards. As a general rule, liquids are not allowed or kept in or around museum 

objects, due to the hazards they pose to the items themselves and their environment, such as discoloration, 

deterioration and expansion and contraction caused by humidity. However, at this time we cannot identify 

exactly what is in the bottle, and the contents themselves were put there with specific intention that 

contributes to the significance of the object. So for the time being we are leaving it sealed and as is 

(unless a small fire erupts, of course ;) ) 

 

▪ STL Symphony Blog, stlsymphony.org/blog – External Affairs and Publications Manager Eddie Silva stocks the 

“ongoing account of life with the St. Louis Symphony” with interviews including videos, insights, and sidelights like how 

Google Glass may create the program notes of the future and why the Symphony made music with a rubber pig, 

 
By Obsessed People 
 

The entire arts world would be in trouble without passionate fans. Arts blogs by people devoted to 

their cause tend to have frequent postings, many photos and/or videos, impressive blogrolls, in-depth 

knowledge, and strong opinions. Some have a regional focus; some range further afield to post about a 

variety of things they happen to like. Even if you don’t live anywhere near the events covered by these 

bloggers, their individualistic insights about the art forms they love are well worth a trip down their roads. 

 

Architecture, St. Louis 
 

▪ B.E.L.T., The Built Environment in Layman’s Terms, beltstl.com – “Let’s talk about buildings and spaces in a 

language we all understand,” writes Toby Weiss. Her passion for St. Louis architecture, especially mid-century Modern, 

as an integral part of the city’s soul earned her Best Architecture Blog in the Riverfront Times’ 2013 Web Awards. 

http://www.stlsymphony.org/blog/
http://www.beltstl.com/


▪ Preservation Research Office, Ecology of Absence, preservationresearch.com – This historic preservation and 

architectural research firm makes its blog the major player on its website’s homepage. With scads of current and 

historical photos, company director Michael R. Allen uncovers gems of St. Louis history and explores global issues. 
 

▪ St. Louis Patina, stlouispatina.com – “A blog detailing the beauty of St. Louis architecture and the buildup of 

residue—or character—that accumulates over the course of time.” Chris Naffziger is an art historian with the Saint 

Louis Art Museum, an adjunct faculty member at Lindenwood University, and starting in January 2014, the architecture 

critic-at-large for the Riverfront Times (in whose 2012 Web Awards he won Best Architecture Blog).  

 

St. Louis Patina, excerpt 

from January 28, 2014 
Old Bonhomme Church is one of 

those pleasant surprises tucked 

away on one of the oldest roads in 

St. Louis County, Conway Road.  

Conway, and others, came together 

to construct a truly unique, 

vernacular structure, whose format 

was almost completely unique in 

the area. The upstairs is the 

church, and the downstairs is the 

school. In many ways, it is the best 

type of architecture: the result of 

ingenuity and personal dedication 

that built a beautiful structure 

outside the realm of professional 

architecture or design.  An early recipient of National Register Status, it has certainly come a long way 

since the 1960′s when it was described to be in severe disrepair and the target of vandalism. It is kept safe 

by the nearby congregation that still flourishes along Highway 40. 

 

Music, Kansas City 
 

▪ The Daily Record, joelfrancis.com – Freelance writer Joel Francis posts “concert and album reviews, song analysis, 

interviews, features, essays and whatever else comes to mind” about once a month. Especially notable are his annual 

“top 10 albums of” lists that he composes in haiku. 

 

The Daily Record, excerpt from December 19, 2013 
Mikal Cronin – MCII     Autre Ne Veut – Anxiety    Neko Case – The Worse Things Get …. 

Scuzzy guitars can’t   Blank frame on cover    Alt-country redhead 

mask euphoric power pop.  filled with longing, desire.   rages on state of love life. 

Ears smile, feet dance.   Sadness sounds happy.   Makes married men sigh. 

 
▪ The Jeopardy of Contentment, thejeopardyofcontentment.blogspot.com – Music fan Matt Schram has been writing 

his Kansas City and Lawrence music blog since 2007, with opinions about, listening suggestions for, and sound clips of 

music and shows in genres from pop to alt. 
 

▪ KCJazzLark, kcjazzlark.blogspot.com – Historian, photographer, and advocate, KCJazzLark began blogging his 

“thoughts, opinions, remembrances, appreciations, photos and essays on Kansas City and jazz” in 2009 but was active 

on the city’s jazz scene long before that, including stints with Kansas City's Jazz Festival and Jazz Commission.  
 

▪ Plastic Sax, plasticsax.com –  A contributor to the daily Kansas City Star as well as his own multiple blogs, Bill 

Brownlee was named the city’s 2010 “best blogger” by The Pitch, KC’s alternative weekly, for “writing stylishly and 

earnestly on every platform available.” Plastic Sax is his “irreverent and opinionated guide to jazz in Kansas City.”  
 

▪ There Stands the Glass, therestandstheglass.com – Also by Bill Brownlee. Finnish tango? Flute trios? Mississippi 

blues? If the music is produced or performed in Kansas City, he writes about it. 

 

http://preservationresearch.com/
http://stlouispatina.com/
http://stlouispatina.com/old-bonhomme-church/
http://www.dnr.mo.gov/shpo/nps-nr/73002274.pdf
http://joelfrancis.com/
http://joelfrancis.com/
http://thejeopardyofcontentment.blogspot.com/
http://kcjazzlark.blogspot.com/
http://www.plasticsax.blogspot.com/
http://therestandstheglass.blogspot.com/


Plastic Sax, January 13, 2014, Album Review: Dojo Road Trip 

I don't subscribe to the notion of guilty pleasures. I freely admit my affection for scads of unfashionable 

music, ranging from the lewd hip-hop of Tech N9ne to the prog-rock of 1970s-era Genesis.  
 

Perhaps no style of music is more out of favor than jazz fusion. Jazz purists detest it while most of the rock 

audience pretends the form doesn't exist. Road Trip, the new album by Dojo, is destined to be ignored by 

most mainstream outlets. 

It's a shame. Road Trip 

deserves an audience beyond 

the habitués of guitar shops. 
 

The ensemble led by the 

Lawrence-based guitarist 

Brian Baggett has crafted an 

album that's both technically 

masterful and eminently 

enjoyable. 
 

While rooted in the era 

in which fusion giants like Allan 

Holdsworth and Billy Cobham 

ruled the earth, Road Trip isn't 

defined by nostalgia. The 

influence of metal-oriented bands like Dream Theater and a trace of Metallica-style thrash can be detected 

in several selections while "In Times Like These" contains electronic bleeps and blurts.  
 

Baggett's work is complimented by a pleasing variety of moods and textures. Rather than sounding like a 

series of long guitar solos, each track on the album possesses a unique disposition. Baggett's solos, while 

unrepentantly ostentatious, rarely impede the forward momentum of the melodies. Bassists Chris Handley 

and Jeff Harshbarger and drummer Luke Stone provide a solid foundation for Baggett's explorations. 
 

Let the cool kids have their fun. If appreciating Dojo's powerful jazz fusion is wrong, I don't want to be right. 

 

Music, St. Louis 
 

▪ AM NOON PM, amnoonpm.com – “Morning, noon and night I have music and art on the brain!” writes Janet Noe 

Rhoads. She shares songs and videos “making up the soundtrack of my day” as well as her reviews of live music, her 

favorite album covers, and interviews with musicians plus photographers and illustrators who do music-related work. 
 

▪ Encore.es, encor.es – As the Riverfront Times wrote when lauding this as 2013’s Best Music Blog, this “exploration 

of the intersection of music and visual style” by Jason Stoff' is “more than just a photo blog of concert pics. Tossed into 

the mix these days are show reviews, backstage etiquette tips, interviews with other local music photo dorks and plenty 

of music recommendations. Meanwhile, the blog's ‘photo-nerdery’ section keeps the camera geeks happy.” 
 

▪ Heliocentric Worlds, heliocentricworlds.blogspot.com –. Every day since 2007, St. Louis writer and musician Dean 

Minderman has posted a performance, ranging from current to historic and from a few minutes to a few hours, of “jazz, 

blues, soul, funk, experimental, prog rock, classic rock and more.”  For instance, on three days in a row in January 

2014 he featured Frank Zappa, Dizzy Gillespie, and Randy Newman. 
 

▪ I Went To A Show.com, iwenttoashow.com – Four friends author this St. Louis-based music blog featuring previews, 

reviews, interviews, photography, ticket giveaways, original illustrations and more about St. Louis artists and touring 

bands “for the purpose of strengthening our city’s music community from the inside out.” 
 

▪ St. Louis Jazz Notes, stljazznotes.blogspot.com – Also by Dean Minderman, “news, reviews, commentary and links 

related to jazz, improvisation and creative music in St. Louis, MO, plus other music-related items.”  
 

▪ Saint Louis Musicians Unite Music Blog, saintlouismusiciansunite.blogspot.com – Want to discover some new 

music? This blog by Shawn Telkamp and Christopher Davis offers free downloads, all sanctioned by the artists, from 

the St. Louis area’s original music groups. 

http://www.plasticsax.blogspot.com/2014/01/album-review-dojo-road-trip.html
http://www.cdbaby.com/cd/dojo4
http://dojoband.com/
http://brianbaggett.net/aboutme.html
http://amnoonpm.com/
http://encor.es/
http://heliocentricworlds.blogspot.com/
http://iwenttoashow.com/
http://stljazznotes.blogspot.com/
http://saintlouismusiciansunite.blogspot.com/


Theatre, St. Louis 
 

▪ St. Louis Theatre Snob, stlouistheatresnob.blogspot.com – “’Snob’ doesn't really have anything to do with what 

kind of theatre I do, or don't enjoy,” explains Andrea Torrence. “It should really be, ‘St. Louis Theatre Etiquette Snob.’” 

The professional video editor has been blogging her “observations, opinions and occasional ramblings” since 2010. 
 

▪ Snoop’s Theatre Thoughts, snoopmk.wordpress.com – Also since 2010, in her “longtime fan’s look at theatre in 

St. Louis, MO and Beyond,” Michelle Kenyon has written reviews of shows in St. Louis and other cities and of films 

that are based on plays or musicals, as well as features, interviews, and thoughts on various aspects of theatre. 
 

▪ Stage Door St. Louis, stagedoorstl.com – News, interviews, thoughts, and reviews by Steve Allen, who spent more 

than 30 years reviewing theater for KFUO-FM when it was St. Louis’ classical radio station (the format was changed in 

2010). He started the blog in November 2011 and reached the quarter-million mark for visits at Christmas 2013. 
 

To catch these blogs’ distinctive 

voices, here are excerpts from their 

reviews of the same show: All Is Calm, 

performed by Mustard Seed Theatre 

November 8-24, 2013. The musical 

play by Peter Rothstein tells the story 

of the Christmas Truce of 1914, when 

for one day British and German 

soldiers spontaneously reached across 

the trenches. Each excerpt concludes 

with the final lines of the review. 
 

Stage Door St. Louis, excerpt 

from November 10, 2013 
As a vet, I admit to shedding a tear 

or two—first when the soldiers                                                              

                                                                                                                all gathered around the Germans’ 

make-shift Christmas tree to sing “Silent Night” and again during the heartfelt rendition (in French) of  

O Holy Night” delivered with the lilting voice of Antonio Rodriguez….  
 

A moving tribute to military personnel everywhere, “All Is Calm” shows a spirit of both the men in uniform as 

well as the men in this cast. How fulfilling it must be to know you’re creating a show that has the power to 

bring hope, laughter, song and tears to an audience who, on opening night (and I’m sure for the whole run), 

gave them a well-earned standing ovation. I remember a film from many years ago called “Midnight Clear” 

that told basically the same story but set in the Second World War. Both that film and this musical showed 

what “peace on earth” music can bring but also the harsh reality we must return to after this brief and 

hopeful moment in time.  
 

“All Is Calm” is inspiring and one you don’t want to miss. As I said, it’s only an hour or so long but you’ll 

probably get more from this short moment in the theatre than you’ve had in some time.  

 
Snoop’s Theatre Thoughts, excerpt from November 11, 2013 
Every moment of this show rings with authenticity, and that is because of this great cast that puts their all 

into every scene and song. It’s a remarkable accomplishment for a truly excellent ensemble…. 
  

Overall, this is a truly memorable presentation of a little-known moment in world history. I had heard of 

the Christmas Truce before, but I’m something of a history buff, and World War I in particular has been 

of interest to me in that it seems to have been largely forgotten (in America, anyway), or at least over-

shadowed by World War II in history books and dramatic representations. I think it’s worth remembering 

all these brave men who endured all the ugliness and horror of battle while keeping their humanity in the 

process, and moments like the Christmas Truce help demonstrate that humanity. Mustard Seed Theatre’s 

production of All Is Calm is a striking and poignant tribute to this incident and these brave soldiers. It is a 

more than worthy portrayal of an event that deserves to be remembered for years to come. 

 

All Is Calm, courtesy of Mustard Seed Theatre – photo by John Lamb 

http://stlouistheatresnob.blogspot.com/
http://snoopmk.wordpress.com/
http://stagedoorstl.com/
http://stagedoorstl.com/2013/11/10/unusual-event-sparks-hope-and-tears-as-mustard-seed-theatre-presents-all-is-calm/
http://snoopmk.wordpress.com/tag/all-is-calm/


St. Louis Theatre Snob, excerpt from November 11, 2013 
I try not to gush so pointedly over things too much (what?), but with Joe Schoen's musical direction, the 
pitch-perfect harmonies and meticulously placed ranges of this clarion-voiced group made me have to close 
my eyes and breathe in deeply after several numbers…. 
 

The soldiers were eventually forced back down into the trenches to re-arm themselves after their actions 
received strong criticism from high ranking officers. Nothing like it ever happened again, and WWI ended up 
claiming the lives of millions. Maybe the weight of those facts is a part of why "All is Calm" is so impactful, 
along with the humanity that seems inherent during the Holiday season.  And man, those voices…If the hair 
on the back of your neck doesn't stand on end, there's something wrong with you. Ha! Nah, I'm just kidding. 
 

Kind of... 
 

Go see it. 

 

More, and Elsewhere 
 

▪ Bodies Never Lie, jessruhlin.wordpress.com – St. Louis dancer 

and choreographer Jessica Ruhlin creates “a place to find informa-

tion on the on-goings of the dance world…as well as other art forms 

I find delightful—literature and poetry, visual arts, and fashion.” Posts 

in 2013 included reviews, interviews, and meditations like “Walking 

Dead Ballerinas” and “Hobbits vs. Dancers: Guess the Feet.” 

 

Bodies Never Lie, excerpt from August 13, 2013  
One thing that I like about a lot of the classic ballet 

librettos is the prominence of strong female characters. 

I mean, have you ever thought about it? Giselle saves 

Albrecht in the end. Clara saves the Prince and is taken to a 

land where the ruler is a woman (Sugar Plum). It’s really the 

Lilac Fairy that saves Aurora—the Prince is just there as a 

kissing alarm clock. Wake up! 
 

It’s funny that ballet is so often thought of a sissy activity 

because I can’t think of much that makes me feel more 

powerful than this lighter-than-air art form. It makes me 

think of how art is often thought of as ‘soft’ or ‘nice’ or ‘cute’ 

and the artists behind the creations thought of as wacko or dreamers or unpractical. Heroes come in all 

sexes, sizes, occupations, and variety of capes and tutus…I mean uniforms. 
 

It would probably be a lot easier if we just had a giant crown-wearing rat to battle. I think that artists 

mostly battle ignorance, stereotypes, being underappreciated. But great art innovators can also use their art 

to battle a great number of things, and more importantly, to fight for something. 

 
▪ dancehealthier, dancehealthier.com  – “A source for integration of dance and health” by Jill Marlow Krutzkamp, 

a dancer for 11 years including her current third season with Kansas City Ballet, who in 2011 also earned her B.S. in 

health education. She shares information about dancers’ total health, not just physical but mental and emotional too. 
 

▪ PaMdora’s Box, pamdora.com/blog, and Springfield Public Art, springfieldarts.com – Combining these blogs by 

Springfield artist Pam RuBert yields two sides of a coin. In Springfield Public Art she writes about local arts news; in 

PaMdora’s Box she chronicles her own arts thoughts and experiences.  
 

▪ Proust Eats a Sandwich, prousteatsasandwich.wordpress.com – A two-pronged culture blog by Kansas City poet, 

trombonist, and freelance arts journalist Libby Hanssen: 1) Links to the stories about classical music, jazz, and dance 

she writes for the Kansas City Star; 2) Thoughts and photos inspired by books she reads and arts adventures she has. 
 

▪ Vocals on Top, vocalsontop.com – “Concert reviews, album reviews, greatest hits recommendations for bands that 

don’t have them” by Clinton Wiederholt, a sign designer/salesman/fabricator and devoted music fan in St. Joseph. He 

keeps a sharp eye out for performances and albums by local bands in genres from blues to “punkbilly surf.” 

http://stlouistheatresnob.blogspot.com/2013/11/all-is-calm-christmas-truce-of-1914.html
http://jessruhlin.wordpress.com/
http://jessruhlin.wordpress.com/2013/08/13/good-vs-evil/
http://dancehealthier.com/
http://pamdora.com/blog/
http://springfieldarts.com/
http://prousteatsasandwich.wordpress.com/
http://vocalsontop.com/


By News Media 
 

The arts blogs of newspapers and magazines include both breaking news and in-depth stories that couldn’t 

make it into the printed versions. Oddly enough, these blogs are sometimes hard to find on the publications’ 

homepages, lurking under “columns” or the “entertainment” section of the menu bar. We give direct links. 
 

▪ ALIVE Magazine, The 314, alivemag.com/blog – Among the several blogs of this monthly St. Louis lifestyle 

magazine is The 314, which “keeps you on the pulse of St. Louis cultural happenings, art, music, pop culture, 

nonprofits and the start-up scene.” Most posts are by Christopher Reilly, arts and culture contributing editor. 
 

▪ Columbia Daily Tribune, Art Axis, columbiatribune.com/blogs/art_axis – 

Features Editor Aarik Danielson and Features Reporter Amy Wilder add the 

frosting to the cake of their art articles in the printed edition of Columbia’s daily 

newspaper by blogging tidbits and thoughts about Columbia’s arts scene.  

 

Columbia Daily Tribune, Art Axis, excerpt from November 3, 2013, John Orfe on new 

music and his Columbia connections 
Interview by Aarik Danielson with composer and pianist John Orfe before his performance in Bartok’s 2nd Piano 

Concerto with the Columbia Civic Orchestra, along with the orchestra’s performance of Orfe’s own Aerials   

Tribune: Tell me a bit about the original work “Aerials” that you'll be performing….What sorts of 

reference points can you provide the listener to “hang their hats on” and what can they expect to 

hear that will be completely fresh? 

Orfe: “Aerials” is intended as a sonic espresso shot. Its character is optimistic, effervescent and 

celebratory. As a noun, “aerial” can mean a mid-air maneuver in various sports (skateboarding, surfing, 

skating); a forward pass in football – you'll hear the “touchdown pass” as the very last gesture of the piece! 

– or an antenna that receives and/or transmits radio waves. In archaic usage, an aerial could be a 

substance, creature or spirit of the air…. 
 

Tribune: What are ways we can continue to cultivate a climate for new music? 

Orfe: Come to new music concerts! Come with open and attentive ears. The right piece at the right time 

just might enhance your perception of the world. 
 

Tribune: How do you feel like the performance of new music by an established group like CCO can 

aid that progression? 

Orfe: There is truth to the saying that all music was once new. And much “new music” is no longer 

technically new; the Bartok 2nd was written in 1930-31. The second half of the CCO concert features 

Robert Schumann’s Symphony No. 4….Don’t forget that Schumann was also the founder and editor of a 

new music journal. Writing, performing, listening, and supporting new music – all of which are part of the life 

of the CCO – serve to engage our world through the arts in the here and now. Long may this continue. 

 
 ▪ 417 Magazine, Best of the Day, 417mag.com/Blogs/417-Blog –Southwest Missouri’s monthly lifestyle magazine 

points readers toward “today’s best party, event, opening or tip for fun in 417-land.” About once a week, that’s the arts. 
 

▪ Kansas City Star, Back to Rockville, kansascity.com/backtorockville – Kansas City’s daily newspaper has one arts 

blog, helmed by Timothy Finn, staff pop music writer. He covers just about every kind of music but classical. 
 

▪ The Pitch, Fast Pitch, pitch.com/blogs/FastPitch – Kansas City’s alternative weekly has one comprehensive 

multi-author blog. At the top of its homepage is a menu that enables readers to segment the posts into News, Dining, 

Music (which does not include classical music), and Arts (which does).  
 

 ▪ St. Louis Magazine, Look/Listen, stlmag.com/Blogs/Look-Listen – The staff of this monthly lifestyle magazine hits 

all the bases in “your daily guide to St. Louis arts & entertainment,” from mini-features to full-length articles on dance, 

theater, music, film, TV, architecture and preservation, books and readings, and fairs and festivals. 
 

▪ St. Louis Post-Dispatch, stltoday.com/news/local/columns – St. Louis’ daily newspaper boasts several arts-related 

blogs, covering books, movies, TV, popular music, and—in Culture Club—a spectrum of topics by the Arts and 

Entertainment team.  

http://www.alivemag.com/blog/
http://www.columbiatribune.com/blogs/art_axis/
http://www.columbiatribune.com/blogs/art_axis/john-orfe-on-new-music-and-his-columbia-connections/article_81e2c208-4312-11e3-a9cf-0019bb30f31a.html
http://www.417mag.com/Blogs/417-Blog/
http://www.kansascity.com/backtorockville/
http://www.pitch.com/blogs/FastPitch/
http://www.stlmag.com/Blogs/Look-Listen/
http://www.stltoday.com/news/local/columns


By Government Tourism Experts 
 

▪ Explore St. Louis, explorestlouis.com/blog – As one might expect from an organization dedicated to helping people find 

their way around town, the blog of the St. Louis Convention & Visitors Commission is not only accessible via the top menu bar 

but is highlighted on most of the front pages in “Visit & Explore.” The profiles of events and attractions, including the regular  

“Things to Do in St. Louis This Weekend,” always feature a heaping helping of the arts. 
 

 ▪ VisitMO Spotlight, blog.visitmo.com – Nobody knows more about “presenting you 

with Missouri trip ideas” than the Missouri Division of Tourism, one of our fellow 

agencies within the Department of Economic Development. Their blog is a rich resource 

of articles about unique Missouri experiences and treasures. Full disclosure: Our own 

stories like this one often end up in the “Arts, Culture and History” section!  

 

Crossovers 
 

Where does a blog end and an online magazine begin? “The concept of blogging has become exceptionally 

fluid,” Mark Gordon said. “The lines between blogs and other types of websites are becoming very fuzzy.” 

This is especially the case for blogs with more than one author. We stared hard at these four sites to try to 

decide what they were. In the end we gave up on classifying them and just included them because, well, 

they’re cool.  
 

▪ The Deli Kansas City, kansascity.thedelimagazine.com – “New indie music from your local scene,” this is the KC version 

of The Deli, an independent publication with separate websites for emerging music in several cities nationwide. Run in con-

junction with the nonprofit Midwest Music Foundation, The Deli Kansas City updates every day with articles, reviews, and 

videos by more than a dozen local contributors. 
 

▪ KCMetropolis.org, kcmetropolis.org – “Kansas City’s online journal of the arts” refreshes once a week with articles, 

reviews, news, and calendars of events. 
 

▪ PLAYBACK:stl, playbackstl.com – PLAYBACK:stl ran as a printed magazine from 2002 to 2006 and continues to thrive 

online with a huge ever-updating collection of previews, reviews, interviews, etc. about “music, movies, comics & the rest” 

by a multitude of Missouri authors.  
 

▪ Walrus Publishing, Inc., walruspublishing.com – Founded in 2008 by Lisa Miller, Walrus Publishing is a hyper-local press 

that publishes hard-copy books by St. Louis authors. Their website’s homepage acts like a multi-author blog, with reverse-

chronological feature articles on literature, interviews with authors, and updates on Missouri literary events.    

 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 
All photos and graphics are from the blogs featured unless otherwise indicated. 
 

Snapshots of the Missouri Arts Blogosphere was created in February 2014 for the Missouri Arts Council, a state agency and 

division of the Department of Economic Development. The Missouri Arts Council provides grants to nonprofit organizations 

that meet our strategic goals of increasing participation in the arts in Missouri, growing Missouri’s economy using the arts, and 

strengthening Missouri education through the arts. Contact moarts@ded.mo.gov. 
 

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International License.  

Please feel free to share and distribute. Attribution: courtesy of the Missouri Arts Council, a state agency. 

 

Did we miss your favorite Missouri arts blog? 
 

Do you know a great blog about the arts by a Missourian or Missouri arts organization 

that we didn’t spot? Give us a shout at moarts@ded.mo.gov. 
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